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What more can be said about the extreme political factionalism of Polish
Jewry? The countless failures to constitute a joint political program securing
Polish Jewish interests, as well as the failure to craft a policy acceptable
to most Jews in Poland, attest well to this factionalism’s existence.1 In his
recent essay on the topic, David Engel quotes Nahum Sokolov’s well-known
discussion of this “traditional pestilence” that “infested” and fragmented the
organizations of Polish Jewry. Engel counters that the malaise was a modern one, for traditional Jewish society, in his opinion, was dominated by
monolithic institutions.2 He points to the growing importance of the various
political parties and their ideological differences as factors precluding joint
programs and demands. He also underscores the divisive role of the Polish
authorities.
I cannot pretend to solve the riddle of Polish Jewish factionalism, but I
would like to challenge Engel’s explanation for it by presenting a case study
of an incident during the First World War, in which representatives of the
different political bodies of Polish Jewry – each one with its special outlook
and platform – succeeded in formulating a common political program. They
did so thanks to favorable circumstances, which suggests that when genuine
opportunities for joint activity arose, advantage was taken of them, hence,
suggesting, in turn, that the various Jewish political camps had more in common than first meets the eye. What stymied the realization of the possibilities
such opportunities presented – beside a political need for ideological differentiation, which certainly helped give birth to vociferous, aggressive, and
uncompromising intramural struggles – was the intrusion of external political
forces, both German, Austrian, Polish – and Jewish. To highlight the factor
that either encouraged – or discouraged – cooperation, I shall examine first
the internal Jewish dynamic that led to the formulation of a joint program
but, then, too, how Austrian, German, and Polish politics affected intramural
Polish Jewish cooperation during the First World War.
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The Supreme National Council and the Komitee für den Osten –
An instrumental alliance
February 1916, the height of the First World War, was a turning point for
four political players (each with its own goals): the German Empire, the
Austrian Empire, the Polish national movement (for our purposes, its conservative Galician wing), and the various factions comprising Poland’s Jewish
political leadership. By this time, the German and Austrian empires had conquered Congress Poland (the section of Poland given to Russia after the
Congress of Vienna in 1815), but they disagreed on Poland’s future. The
German goal, formulated at the beginning of the war, was to maximize control in eastern-central Europe, while weakening Russia and suppressing irredentism among the Polish residents of Prussia, whose loyalty to the German Reich was suspect.3 Many options were considered: annexing Poland or
parts thereof to Austria, Austrian-German administration of Poland, or even a
quasi-independent Polish entity linked to Germany. This indecision allowed
various ethnic and political groups to develop their own plans, which they
then presented to the authorities.4
The Austrians had a clearer policy. They wanted to annex Congress Poland
to Galicia (the land seized by Austria during the partitions of Poland, where
the Poles enjoyed regional rule) and create a Polish “crown territory” within
the empire of Franz Josef. This scenario came to be known as the AustroPolish plan, or the Austro-Polish solution. In Vienna it was assumed – with
some justification – that the establishment of a Polish entity not directly
linked to Austria would draw Galicia (or at least its western, ethnically Polish regions) away from Austria and toward Polish dominion. The resulting
domino effect could destroy the Habsburg Empire.5 Within the Polish national movement in Austria, this plan enjoyed the support of the Galician conservatives, who favored Austrian rule in the Polish lands. Together with the
Austro-Polish political coalition, they formed the Supreme National Council
(Naczelny Komitet Narodowy, or NKN), which aimed to annex Congress
Poland to Austrian Galicia in order to form a complete Polish entity within
the Austro-Hungarian Empire.6 The advocates of this Austro-Polish solution
sought allies to advance it within the German administration.7
As for the Jewish leadership, their main advocate came from German
Jewish Komitee für den Osten (Committee for the East). This committee
was constituted of German Zionist leaders, alongside other German Jewish
figures, who preferred the autonomist option for the Polish Jewry, namely, the
recognition of the Jews as a national minority deserving national rights.8 The
Komitee had been approached by members of the Polish Supreme National
Council (among them Ignaz Rosner)9 in the hopes of assistance in gaining
access to the Reich Chancellor in Berlin, where the Poles felt the future
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of Poland would be determined. In the spring of 1915, the Polish Council
agreed to the Komitee’s demand for national rights for the Jews, including
educational and lingual autonomy as well as a curial electoral structure based
on a national cadastre. This structure entailed both population and voter registration by nationality (e.g., Jewish), ensuring proportional representation
of national minorities in the parliament. In return, the Jews were to lobby
German policy makers regarding the Austro-Polish solution.10
The Komitee indeed did promote the Austro-Polish plan among high German officials. One aspect of their argument was that recognition of the Jews
as a national minority in the Polish political entity to be established by the
Austrian emperor would help Germany indirectly control Poland and Galicia.
The Komitee also pointed out that German-Austrian-Jewish agreement on
this issue would weaken Slavic influence within the Austrian empire, a matter
of real concern for high-ranking officials in the German Foreign Ministry and
the Premier Ministry. Furthermore, limiting the power of the Poles in the
nascent entity by awarding national rights to its minorities would prevent
exclusive Polish control and likely discourage Polish irredentism in Prussia.
The Komitee operated with the knowledge of both the Office of the Reich
Chancellor and the German Foreign Ministry,11 which endorsed the understandings reached by the Komitee and the council.12 Berlin’s backing of these
agreements in the frame of the Austro-Polish solution was then at its peak,
as were German efforts to protect Jews from “Polonization.” At that moment,
therefore, the Komitee’s efforts accorded with mainstream German policy.
In mid-August 1915, Austro-Hungarian foreign minister Stephen von Burian
entered into negotiations with German chancellor Theobald von Bethmann
Hollweg, who inclined toward the Austrian request to annex Congress Poland
to Austria-Hungary (following some border adjustments). His proposal would
have granted the “Polish Kingdom of Austria” broad autonomy and a landtag
(provincial parliament) of its own.13

A political program for Polish Jewry
Pursuant to all this, in February 1916, with the active assistance of the moderate assimilationist Samuel Goldflam, the Komitee für den Osten convened
the senior leadership of the various Jewish ideological camps in Warsaw. The
aim was to unite the Polish Jewish leadership behind a common program.
The meeting which took place in Warsaw attracted representatives of all
four political camps: the integrationists (often called assimilationists), the
nationalists, the socialist workers, and the Orthodox.14 The integrationists,
the smallest of the four, conceded that Jewish cohesion stemmed from adherence to Judaism. As part of the Polish nation, however, they insisted that
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Polish Jews should be fully integrated, both socially and linguistically, into
Polish life and also committed to the freedom and independence of Poland.
Though well organized before 1914, this camp had declined during the course
of the war, until finally it split into two factions: the assimilationists, who
envisioned the Jews’ complete integration into the Polish nation, language,
and culture, and the neo-assimilationists, or moderate assimilationists, who
foresaw a lengthy, non linear process of integration of the Polish Jews into
Polish Society and advocated Polish Jewry’s common struggle for equality.15
Important representatives of both factions attended the meeting.
The thriving nationalist camp had also splintered into two main factions,
but both participated. One was the Zionist Organization, whose highly organized, but weak leadership failed to earn its constituents’ respect. The other
saw the Jews as a diaspora nation and developed a strong ideology built
on Yiddishism. Eventually coalescing into the Folkist party (Folkspartei), it
later assumed great significance on the Polish “Jewish street,” especially in
Warsaw. For both factions, the Jews were a modern nation, which deserved
national rights in the lands of their dispersion.16 The workers’ camp, too, was
comprised of two main parties, and both sent representatives to the meeting.
The first was the Bund, which wished to transform Poland into a socialist society guaranteeing national cultural autonomy for its Jewish minority
(based on Yiddish, the language of the Jewish masses). The Bund was the
largest Jewish workers’ party and had greatly increased its strength during
the war.17 The second, Poalei Zion, sought to create a Jewish socialist society
in Palestine, but it also advocated national-minority rights for diaspora Jews.
The fourth camp, the Orthodox, saw the Jews as a religion-based people,
not a modern nation. Though the largest of the four camps, the Orthodox party
was politically in its infancy. Its political consolidation had occurred during
the war thanks to the intervention and patronage of the German Orthodox
establishment (the Freie Vereinigung), which inspired the organization of a
full-fledged political party that later became Agudas Isroel.18 Together with
Rabbi Pinhas Cohen of Ansbach, the highest-ranking member of the Freie
Vereinigung in Warsaw, the city’s Orthodox political leaders joined the representatives of all the other factions at the meeting. Members of the different
camps (particularly progressive leader Stanisław Kempner, a very active political figure, an influential integrationist and editor of the Nowa Gazeta; and
the Zionist Heshl Farbstein) recommended discretion about the gathering.
This recommendation, as we shall see below, had a crucial outside origin.
Two main topics were discussed: the establishment of a body to represent
the Jewish public before the authorities and the Polish political establishment,
and the formulation of minimal political demands on which all Polish Jews
could agree. The speakers who dealt with representation stressed the need for
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closing ranks. Ironically, the most outspoken advocate of unified leadership
was the integrationist Samuel Goldflam, who, we recall, had been one of the
meeting’s initiators. Goldflam urged cooperation among all Jewish parties
and criticized Warsaw’s Jewish communal leaders for not representing their
constituents before the German authorities and Polish political circles.
All the speakers realized that regardless of its desires, the Jewish communal leadership could not establish a unified body given its composition
and mode of operation – although an Orthodox delegate, Joel Wegmeister,
suggested that a special committee composed of representatives representing
all groups undertake to confront the issue of the establishment of a unified
Jewish body. According to the Bund’s Eliezer Heller, a body representing the
entire Jewish public was needed to defend Jewish interests in negotiations
with the Poles. The integrationists expressed reservations. They doubted the
wisdom of appointing a special committee on the grounds that all the political
factions already worked together in philanthropic organizations.19 They also
argued that it was premature to constitute such a body before the Polish
question was internationally resolved.20 Consequently, the meeting focused
on drafting a minimalist platform.
The discussion began by airing the Komitee für den Osten’s understandings with the Polish Supreme National Council in Vienna in the spring of
1915. Following that, it was suggested that a break of ten minutes be declared
in order to allow each group to discuss the report’s implications separately,
after which, the full plenum would reconvene. However, upon reconvening,
the integrationist Kempner unexpectedly read a written statement supporting
the demand for national cultural autonomy. Initially, he emphasized that his
circle did not consider the Jews a nation, nor did it foresee the development of
Yiddish. Assimilation on the basis of cultural progress was the answer to the
Jewish question; this process needed no artificial outside intervention.21 But
then Kempner proceeded to read the integrationists’ proposal for an operative
program:
We disagree with any use of political pressure to force assimilation on the Jewish masses. Nonetheless, we recognize that the
masses are entitled to benefit from educational methods compatible
with their needs. Therefore, we agree in principle with the idea
of guaranteeing in the constitution the legal status of a Supreme
[Jewish] National Council [to deal with] matters of culture – in
other words, a body to organize the education of Jewish youngsters
and the development of Jewish culture based on the right of linguistic self-determination following the relevant statistics in the Jewish
population census. This idea will be accepted only if realized within
the framework of an independent constitution for Poland. Under no
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circumstances should it contradict or hinder voluntary assimilation
and the inculcation of civic duties toward the Polish homeland and
the Polish political idea among the Jewish masses. Needless to say,
the Jews of Poland, regardless of their self-definition with respect
to language, will enjoy unexceptionally full and constitutionally
guaranteed civil equality.22
The opposite of what might have been expected, Kempner’s statement
recognized the Jews as a national minority and demanded Jewish cultural autonomy, as well as it insisted on constitutional guarantees to ensure continuity.
All of this naturally presupposed that the Polish question would be resolved
within the framework of an autonomous Polish entity, probably envisaged as
part of a multinational empire rather than the nation-state to which the bulk
of the Polish national movement aspired. Though surprisingly put forward
by the assimilationists, who counted among their ranks such extremists as
Bolesław Eiger, Stanisław Natanson and Jósef Vasercug, this proposal was
one that all present at the meeting could accept. It is my contention that
the sacrifice of assimilationst principles this proposal entailed, which would
pave the way for formulating common demands, was decided upon well
beforehand, not during the brief ten-minute break that preceded its reading.
The first to endorse the proposal were the representatives of the workers’
parties. Eliezer Heller23 even added that his party, the Bund had long advocated such a proposal, influenced by “the writings of Renner.”24 He was also
confident that Polish social-democratic circles would back “cultural autonomy for the two segments of the Polish populace.”25 (Heller may have been
referring to the PPS-Lewica’s, the Polish Socialist Party-left, which gathered
Socialists of a more radical line), support for Yiddish schools and some form
of cultural autonomy in its contacts with the Bund.26 Alternatively, he may
have known that in a recent meeting with Kempner and the German Komitee,
Jodko-Narkiewicz, an associate of Josef Piłsudski, who was then promoting
the Austro-Polish solution in socialist circles, had stated that the Polish Social
Democrats favored cultural autonomy for the Jews.27 Heller thus accepted the
assimilationists’ wording, although it failed to champion Yiddish, a bone of
contention between the camps.
Both the Zionists and the nationalists (the proto-Folkists) had already
sought cultural autonomy for Polish Jewry and had proposed a curial arrangement on the national, as well as the local, level.28 During the meeting, however, they neither supported nor opposed the assimilationists’ program, but
one report says they did pronounce it acceptable, albeit insufficient in their
sights.29 The Orthodox representatives also voiced no opinion. Their silence
presumably signified assent, since the assimilationists’ phraseology would
have allowed the Orthodox to preserve their prized educational system. Rabbi
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Pinhas Cohen of Ansbach declared the statement satisfactory. In addition,
Komitee members had met with Cohen and Rabbi Emanuel Carlebach of
Köln, another German Orthodox leader in Warsaw (ostensibly prior to the
Warsaw conference) and agreed on issues concerning Jewish autonomy in
education.30
Hence, while leaving much to desire for each of the factions, the four together were able to support its operative principles. Even the arch-integrationist Eiger eventually expressed his satisfaction that a minimal program had
informally been endorsed.31 The forum thus accepted Kempner’s proposal
to convene a gathering that would use the assimilationist’s document to help
formulate a Polish Jewish platform,32 which means that for the first time since
the German occupation, representatives of Warsaw’s major Jewish groups had
concurred on a set of minimal political demands. Jewish leaders may have
maintained their bitter competitiveness in the press, but privately – behind
closed doors – they endorsed cooperation.
Certainly, the atmosphere and events dictated unity. First, enmity between
Poles and Jews had reached frightening proportions, and the needs of the hour
were pressing.33 Second, the activities of the American Jewish Congress, well
known to Polish Jews, were having their influence, especially with regard to
the organization’s efforts to unify American Jewry; this was an example to
emulate.34 Third, the war had separated the Polish Jewish community from
its sister communities and minimized the exchange of ideas across the borders of Eastern Europe, which included limiting the centrifugally divisive
pressures exerted, however directly, by such powerful Jewish political movements as the Bund and the World Zionist Organization. Fourth – and more
positively – developments within Polish Jewry itself facilitated structuring a
joint platform: The Orthodox camp was not yet completely organized, the
integrationist vision had failed, and the nationalist split between the protoFolkists and the Zionists had yet to reach the proportions of a full blown
schism.35 The Bund cooperated without reservation, despite its aversion to
bourgeois parties. For, after all, the proposal – whose nationalism echoed that
of the Bund itself – enable the Bund to become a partner in the political
arena and carry on the class struggle through parliamentary means. Besides,
though smaller than the other camps, the Bundists knew how to weather a
difficult political moment in pursuit of their overall goal, not to mention that
the Austro-Polish solution jibed with the Bund’s own concept of autonomy
for national minorities in a multinational state. Fifth, the war, somewhat ironically, with its decrease in outside ideological infiltration, enabled the political
parties to put aside their differences concerning collective Jewish rights to
Eretz Israel. Nonetheless, these internal developments did not alone account
for the timing of the joint effort. That was a result of the conflict between
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Germany, Austria, and the Polish national movement over the control of
Poland.

A joint political program as a means of saving the Austro-Polish solution
Not everyone in the German administration had accepted the political elite’s
August 1915 endorsement of the Austro-Polish solution.36 Most high-ranking
German occupation officials in Warsaw fought any measure that might advance the plan, including recognition of the Jews as a national minority.
Moreover, February 1916 saw a new proposal for Poland: A Polish entity
with truncated borders and sovereignty, functioning as a German satellite. As
reports of this policy change at the Office of the Reich Chancellor and at the
Foreign Ministry trickled into Vienna, the Polish Supreme National Council
responded by playing the Jewish.37
The Polish leader and member of the Supreme Council Ignaz Rosner,
who was also a major promoter of the Austro-Polish solution and was then
enjoying diplomatic protection at the Austro-Hungarian embassy in Warsaw,
organized a propaganda campaign there at the beginning of 1916, promoting
a program to divide the population by national curiae. It was this program that
the Polish Supreme National Council and the German Jewish Komitee für den
Osten had agreed upon.38 Austro-Polish interests, too, favored forging a comprehensive Jewish agreement predicated on the Council’s understandings in
its discussions with the Komitee (discussed above). Indeed, the Polish Council had used these understandings to secure the assimilationists’ approval of
an autonomist arrangement.39 Once again, as in the spring of 1915, the Jews
were to pave the way to the upper echelons in Berlin and turn back the clock
on its decision to modify, or even abandon the Austro-Polish solution. The
unification of all Jewish camps around national political demands would then
facilitate a partnership with Austro-Polish nationalist demands, legitimizing
the Austro-Polish solution in the eyes of the Jews, as well as many of the
Poles.
Equally important for the political development of the Jews was the CKN
(Centralny Komitet Narodowy), an organization based on the progressive parties in Congress Poland (one of its leaders was Stanisław Kempner himself).
In early 1916, the CKN urged the Austrophiles, Germanophiles, and former
Russophile Polish movements to present the occupation authorities with a
single political program, leaving the Central Powers no longer able to ignore
Polish political demands.40 Kempner and other integrationists spearheaded
this initiative, believing that a joint Jewish political program compatible with
Polish demands would only reinforce the Polish platform as representing all
those living in the Vistula lands and legitimate the Polish political program.
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It is against this backdrop that the common political program drafted by the
Jews must be understood. Promoting this achievement were not only internal Jewish developments but, primarily, the policies of the Polish national
movement and the Austrian authorities.

The failure of the joint program: Causes and circumstances
Paradoxically, these policies were also the project’s undoing. The assimilationists’ declaration appeared in the Nowa Gazeta – often their mouthpiece –
along with brief statements that a free and democratic Poland would not impose any particular language in compulsory education and that Jews recorded
in the census as Yiddish speakers could attend Yiddish schools. The paper
added that “representatives of the Polish club in Vienna, representatives of
the CKN, and other democratic groups” agreed with the principles of the
accord.41
Both the Jewish and Polish press published the declaration with negative
comments. The Yiddish papers expressed derision and malice, often in an
“I told you so” tone.42 Even when hinting that the document had emerged
from a meeting between the assimilationists and leaders of the other camps,
articles refrained from mentioning the intent to forge a joint political program. They even overlooked participation by the leaders of the journalist’s
own political camp!43 The Polish-conservative Czas emphasized the split between participants and noted the proposal’s acceptance by the integrationists,
the Orthodox, and the Jewish labor movements, but not by the “nationalist
representatives.”44 The joint demands appeared in the Nowa Gazeta in the
name of the integrationist camp alone. Their collective nature and the meeting that had spawned them remained secret. In practice, this undermined the
whole initiative.
This reversal stemmed from the German policies taking root in both Warsaw and Berlin, with the latter prejudiced against the Austro-Polish solution.45
Jewish unification served Austro-Polish interests but not those of the Germans. Joint demands by all four Jewish political camps on the basis of the
Austro-Polish plan delegitimated the Germans’ new answer to the Polish
question. Though Jewish leaders had urged discretion regarding the gathering, German officials learned of the Komitee für den Osten’s political activities and prohibited more talks. Komitee members did meet with high-level
Polish politicians, but only after German officials were allowed to attend.46
Komitee leaders also met Gerhard von Mutius of the German Foreign Office, who diplomatically expressed his “fear” of Komitee involvement in the
“Polish negotiations.”47 The Komitee officials countered that they would not
interfere with high-level political issues and that nothing had been signed.
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Furthermore, Von Mutius challenged the Komitee’s right to political action
because it “isn’t an official commision” and “doesn’t represent the whole of
Jewry.”48 Ludwig Haas, in charge of Jewish issues in the German administration in Poland, was chosen to mediate future contacts between the Komitee
and Jewish-Polish political camps.49
Back in Berlin, the Komitee leaders met Baron Diego von Bergen, responsible for Polish issues in the German Foreign Office. Von Bergen underscored
the private nature of the Komitee’s mission and announced the failure of the
Austro-Polish solution.50 In the meantime, Warsaw integrationists expressed
reservations about the Jewish political program, again in the Nowa Gazeta.51
This reversal may have been orchestrated by Natanson and Eiger, whom Haas
considered very well connected with the German authorities in Warsaw.52 Behind closed doors, Natanson, Eiger, and Kempner approved of the “minimal
program,” but they could not implement it, let alone tout it openly. “Nothing
can be expected from [the integrationists], because they fear the Poles,”53
stated the Komitee report. Under the circumstances, for neither the German
occupation authorities nor the Poles who supported the new German solution
to the Polish question (a national Polish entity with truncated borders and
sovereignty that functioned like a German satellite), there was no room for
the political program agreed-upon by the Jews.
***
At the start of 1916, developments within Polish Jewish society favored
the shaping of political demands that represented the entire Jewish minority in Poland. These demands included full civil rights, cultural autonomy,
linguistic self-determination and the non-coercive Polonization of the Jews.
Nevertheless, looking carefully at the 1916 summit, it becomes clear that
external interests – namely, those of the German occupiers, the Polish conservatives of Galicia, and the Austrian Foreign Office – decisively influenced the
Jews’ capacity to reach an agreement in common. When these interests were
served by a Jewish joint leadership or comprehensive demands, the powersthat-be urged Jewish consolidation; they thwarted even minimal agreement
when joint Jewish action undermined their agenda. The divisiveness, or unity,
among the Jews of Poland is thus insufficiently explained by looking solely
at the politics, ideologies, or organization of the various Jewish camps. These
factors were no doubt important, but they invariably ceded before the desires
of the ruling administration, whether German, Austrian, or later Polish, to
promote Jewish cohesion, or oppose it.
Arguably, in order to exploit all available resources, the rulers in power
became involved in attempts to consolidate Jewish leadership during the First
World War. Their efforts to encourage joint Jewish claims, or the contrary,
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indicates the real or imaginary strength they attributed to Poland’s Jewish
population. The Polish authorities especially seem to have been deeply concerned. How, were a unified Jewish political leadership established, might
the Jews influence the balance of power, in general, and various political
and national visions, in particular? Joint leadership and demands would have
bolstered the campaign for legal and constitutional measures to make the
Jews’ political status commensurate with their social standing. Those whose
legitimacy was based on the Jews’ status and influence worked to unify the
Jewish ranks. Those who sought to advance other populations or aspirations
worked to sabotage any such movement.
Of course, Polish Jewish unity and disunity did not end with the events
depicted here. Jews in interwar Poland failed to organize an internal political
forum. Nor were they able to formulate joint political demands on behalf of
the entire Jewish population. On their part, Polish authorities regularly stifled
any Jewish attempts to amalgamate. In the period between the two world
wars, the specter of Jewish power clearly continued to threaten the re-born
Polish Republic.
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